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Notes about the catalog
You can search for a score by Composer, Title, Publisher, or Type (i.e, flute & piano).
There are lists printed out in alphabetical order by each of these headers.
The lists by score type have numerical sequence for convenience of sorting (see below)
The lists have been prepared in a simple data base:
- accents and foreign diacritical markings are omitted
- some score titles begin with a number; they are listed numerically before "a,b,c"
- some score titles begin with numbers numbers that are spelled out (i.e. "Four Songs").
They are listed alphabetically. If you are searching for a title that starts with a number,
you may want to check in both places (under "4" and "Four")
- There is a column for "comments" used occasionally. It may describe
something about the score (i.e, autographed or other instruments).
Note that "Oversize" scores reside on a box in the bottom shelf.
All efforts have been made to have make the catalog entries accurate.
Please see the Borrowing Policies to learn how to find a score and borrow it.
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flute and piano
flute alone
albums, flute and piano
two flutes
three flutes
four flutes
flute and other instrument
flute violoncello & piano
written article
studies/etudes
methods (graded/band/class)
piccolo and piano
piccolo alone
alto fl or bass fl
alto fl and piano
two flutes and piano
more than 3 flutes (flexible)
four flutes - collections
five flutes
flute choir
orchestra studies
orchestra parts
woodwind quintets
trio sonatas
woodwind quartets
woodwinds, 4 or more - mixed
woodwind quartets/quintets with piano
ensembles, fl and 3 or more other instr
flute and guitar
flute and harp
flute and other instr (duos)
flute and other instr (trios)
flute and other instr (quartets)
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